Add SOUND EFFECTS to your STORY Sharing
SOUNDS
of
HORROR

All ages: SOUNDS OF HORROR [sound recording music CD]. ([2001].
St. Laurent, Quebec, Canada: Madacy Entertainment)  Add to your
family fun with 50 tracks of spooky sounds to accompany the comics
you share. First try “Creaking Door Opens . . .”
J CD SOU

Lighten up the SCARE with FAMILY MOVIES
Ages 5 and up (Not Rated): DEAR DRACULA [Videorecording DVD].
(Birch, B. [Writer]; Norkin, S. [Producer]; Van de Keere, C. [Director
[2012]. Santa Monica, CA: ARC)  Based on a 2008 comic by Joshua
Williamson, this movie is about a boy who sends his wishes in a letter
to Dracula. Little does Sam know that Dracula will pay him a visit,
and that Sam will help Dracula with a big problem! The animation is
fun, and the friendship story is appealing.
J HOLIDAY DVD DEA
For the family (Rated PG): GHOSTBUSTERS [Videorecording CD].
(Aykroyd, D., & Ramis, H. [Writers]; Reitman, I. [Producer; Director].
[1984; 2005]. Culver City, CA: Sony Pictures Home Entertainment)
 Even scaredy-cats will enjoy this movie about ‘ghost removers’
who save Manhattan from Evil—which is just on the other side of a
refrigerator door. There are spooky motifs, plenty of excitement,
outrageous characters, and a famous song!
DVD GHO

RESOURCES about COMICS
For parents/caregivers: COMICS AND SEQUENTIAL ART: PRINCIPLES
AND PRACTICES FROM THE LEGENDARY CARTOONIST (Revised edition). (Eisner, W. [2008]. New York, NY: W. W. Norton)  To learn
more about reading comics (“sequential art”), this is a gold-standard
textbook and guide. Because there is some mature content, adults
will want to review pages before sharing with youth. Available from
Suffolk Cooperative Library System (Our librarians can help you!)
For parents/caregivers: A PARENT’S GUIDE TO THE BEST KIDS’
COMICS: CHOOSING TITLES YOUR CHILDREN WILL LOVE (Robins, S.,
& Wildsmith, S. [2012]. Iola, WI: Krause]  Two librarians provide
titles, grade levels, story summaries, awards, content details, educational tie-ins, sample pages and comics panels, publisher information,
and resources about comics from numerous genres (including
“Horror & Paranormal”).
J PARENTS 741.5392 ROB

BEWARE of the SCARE!
Spooky Comics for the Family
prepared by Alison Quinn on May 4, 2016 for

Children’s and Teen Services @ Comsewogue Public Library
phone: 631-928-1212 email: jref@cplib.org library website: cplib.org

NEW TO COMICS?

SPOOKY
Tales
in a
COMICS
Way!

THEY’RE NOT TRICKY!
YOU’LL HAVE A
FAMILY-READING TREAT!

YOU’VE READ COMICS
BEFORE?
TRY ONE WITH THE RIGHT AMOUNT
OF FRIGHT!

HOW DO YOU CHOOSE A COMIC?
RECOMMENDATIONS ARE FOR
KINDERGARTEN THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL.
STORIES FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN CAN
BE ENJOYED BY THE OLDER ONES, TOO!

LEARN MORE!
SEE THE RESOURCES
AND SPEAK WITH A LIBRARIAN!

Read! Share! Just don’t turn out the lights...

for CHILDREN, TEENS, and FAMILY Sharing
Grades K-4 and up: BOW-WOW’S NIGHTMARE NEIGHBORS.
[Newgarden, M.,& Cash, M. M. (2014). New York, NY: Roaring Brook]
Try this sweet, wordless comic with children who need fun with a
touch of spookiness and a feel-good ending. Bow-Wow is teased by
ghost kittens who steal his bed, but they end up friends in the end.
With bold colors, simply drawn characters, and at most four panels
per page, children will enjoy talking through this active story. Older
children will not be able to resist joining in.
JP NEWGARDEN
Grades 2-4 and up: THAT ONE SPOOKY NIGHT. (Bar-el, D. [2012].
Toronto, Canada: Kids Can]  Read this comic’s three stories in one
sitting, or one at a time. Real-kid characters encounter a “double
cool” witch, a bubbly magic bathtub adventure, and a mysterious
vampire party where they don’t know how to act or how to leave!
Characters stand out from the backgrounds, and it’s easy to tell reality from fantasy. This comic leaves no doubt—there are plenty of
thrills and chills on those trick-or-treating nights.
J GRAPHIC THAT
Grades 3-5 and up: UPSIDE DOWN: A VAMPIRE TALE. (Smiley, J. S.
[2012]. Marietta, GA: Top Shelf)  Both brave and not-so-brave readers will enjoy the mix of suspense and slapstick in this spooky-silly
comic. There is a greedy witch, a mad scientist with a super potion,
and bats and vampires everywhere. The cartoonish art and the plot
are detailed enough to engage all ages, but simple enough to follow
and make predictions about the ending. Jokes and puns will tickle
everyone’s funny bones.
J GRAPHIC UPSIDE DOWN
Grades 4-7 and up: THE DREADFUL FATE OF JONATHAN YORK: A
YARN FOR THE STRANGE AT HEART. (Merritt, K. [2015]. Kansas City,
MO: Andrews McMeel)  Plain old Jonathan York is lost in an eerie,
rainy swamp at nightfall. He’s scared but smart, and he faces monsters, ghouls, and a creepy old man with the key to get home. Whirling art and twirling verses tell delicious little stories within the book,
for individual reading or family fun. Keep your eyes on Jonathan York
as he makes his way through a wild night!
JYA GN DREADFUL
Grades 5-7 and up: TWILIGHT ZONE: THE MONSTERS ARE DUE ON
MAPLE STREET. (Kneece, M. [Adapter]. [2009]. New York, NY: Walker.)
 Adapted from a TV episode of Rod Serling’s classic Twilight Zone,
this is the story of a neighborhood that becomes dark and frightening
after all electric power mysteriously vanishes. There is plenty of food
for thought in dramatic views of neighbors’ faces as they slowly turn
on each other. The comic is one in a series created by Serling’s widow
with the Savannah College of Art and Design.
JYA GN TWILIGHT

Grades 6 and up: GOOSEBUMPS GRAPHIX 3: SCARY SUMMER.
([2007]. New York, NY: Graphix/Scholastic)  This three-story comic
is the third book in a comics-adaptation series. The stories are retellings of R. L. Stine’s Goosebumps tales, but readers can enjoy this
comic without knowing the previously published books. Three distinct art styles display really creepy garden gnomes, an assortment of
ghosts at a haunted beach, and horrible happenings at camp (maybe
a dream?). Each story ends with a twist. J GRAPHIC GOOSEBUMPS
Grades 6 and up: CHILLING TALES OF HORROR: DARK GRAPHIC
SHORT STORIES. (Rodríguez, P. [2013]. Berkeley Heights, NJ: Enslow)
 Originally in Spanish, this volume in the Dark Graphic Novels series
introduces readers to stories by six masters of the horror genre. Each
story is introduced by a short bio and image of its author. Brownish
pages and dark panels with muted colors make these stories feel old
and eerie. Don’t miss other volumes in this series, such as Dark
Graphic Tales by Edgar Allan Poe (Despeyroux, 2013). JYA GN DARK
Grades 7 and up: ANYA’S GHOST. (Brosgol, V. [2011]. New York, NY:
First Second)  Anya has tough stuff to deal with—a crush, her immigrant family, mean teachers, and a nerd. Then she has to deal with a
ghost. After a shock and a fright, things get better, but then gradually and murderously get worse. Readers will recognize Anya’s angst,
wonder about her brave decisions, and suddenly shiver when blackwhite-and-gray panels turn eerie. This straight-talking coming-ofage story is a spooky gem.
JYA GN ANYA
Grades 7 and up: FRANKENSTEIN: THE GRAPHIC NOVEL: QUICK
TEXT VERSION. (Sanders, J. S. [2008]. Towcester, UK: Classical Comics)  This comic offers a new way to experience Mary Shelley’s famous horror story. Sophisticated art dominates and resonates with
color like a superhero movie. The abbreviated American English text
adds a truthful modern spin. Extras include information about Mary
Shelley, a history of the Frankenstein story, a page about creating the
comic, and educational resources.
JYA GN FRANKENSTEIN
Grades 8 and up: THROUGH THE WOODS. (Carroll, E. [2014]. New
York, NY: Margaret K. McElderry)  DO NOT miss the five stories and
‘conclusion’ in this comic! DO NOT be tricked by the nice title! DO
NOT read it right before bedtime! DO get ready to jump as the pages
turn! Readers will not quickly shake the frights after reading this
beautifully haunting, award-winning comic. (Also, visit emcarroll.com
to read the story, “His Face All Red,” online!)
JYA GN THROUGH

Stop at the CHILDREN’S and TEEN SERVICES DESK:
We’ll show you where our two comics collections are located!

